Phase II

- **LIVE 100-second updates** at 4 minutes after every hour until further notice (No Host Intro).
- Meteorologists will record 30-second updates or bites and distribute to Dropbox, Slack, and PRX.

Recorded Weather Update Available (30 sec.)

- 04:00 IN
- 05:40 OUT

Recorded Weather Update Available (30 sec.)

- 05:00 Reset
Phase II

- **Recorded Weather Update Available (30 sec.)**
- **LIVE 100-second updates at 4 minutes after every hour until further notice** (No Host Intro).
- Meteorologists will record 30-second updates or bites and distribute to Dropbox, Slack, and PRX.
Phase III

- **LIVE** 100-second updates continue at 4 minutes after every hour until further notice *(No Host Intro).*

- **LIVE** team coverage will start at 19:00 and 42:30. Stations can fill other segments with local coverage or return to network. Resets are also provided.
Phase III

- **LIVE** 100-second updates continue at 4 minutes after every hour until further notice (No Host Intro).

- **LIVE** team coverage will start at 18:10 and 44:30. Stations can fill other segments with local coverage or return to network. Resets are also provided.
Phase III

- **EVERYTHING ELSE**

- **LIVE** 100-second updates continue at 4 minutes after every hour until further notice **(No Host Intro)**.

- **LIVE** team coverage will start at 18:10 and 44:30. Stations can fill other segments with local coverage or return to network. Resets are also provided.